Figure 1: Our novel implicit viscosity solver allows the physically consistent simulation of highly viscous fluids. Left: 406k particles interacting with a fast rotating dough hook. Right: Large-scale simulation of a viscous statue consisting of 1.1M particles.
Introduction
Fluid motion is responsible for many interesting effects that capture the attention of the viewer. Inviscid fluids splash and swirl around, often change topology and thus provide rich detail at the fluid's surface. Viscous fluids on the other hand bridge the gap between fluids and solids. They try to maintain their shape after interacting with other objects, resist external forces and show the buckling and rope coiling effects that can be observed when a thin stream of honey or caramel flows from a spoon.
While the simulation of inviscid flow using Smoothed Particle Hydrodynamics (SPH) has been widely addressed, the simulation of incompressible, highly viscous fluids still poses major challenges. Methods based on explicit time integration of viscous forces suffer from strict time step restrictions to maintain stability. Mod-ern approaches therefore suggest to use implicit viscosity solvers that allow the usage of large time steps while keeping the simulation stable. Very recently, several SPH-based implicit solvers to simulate highly viscous fluids were proposed. These are, in chronological order, the methods of Takahashi et al. [ . Each of the approaches is able to simulate complex effects and has its own strengths and weaknesses.
In this work, we provide a theoretical in-depth analysis and discussion of the latest and most effective SPH-based implicit viscosity solvers proposed in the field of computer graphics. We present several quantitative and qualitative comparisons of the methods to investigate the quality and realism of the produced flow. From this analysis we formulated the following set of requirements that a physically consistent solver for highly-viscous flow should fulfill:
(R1) The method should be linear and angular momentum conserving. This also implies that the non-linearity in the velocity field and rigid body motions are conserved. (R2) No spurious viscosity or numerical damping effects should be evident. (R3) The solver should yield a physically meaningful viscous flow under spatial and temporal refinement, i.e. the viscous behavior should not change for different, reasonably fine spatial and temporal resolutions. (R4) Complex physical effects that can be observed in real viscous fluids should be reproducible, e.g. buckling and rope coiling.
Moreover, the solver should ideally be computationally efficient and have a low memory consumption, although these are no strict requirements. As we will show in our detailed analyses, each of the mentioned solvers fails to meet at least one of the stated requirements. Based on the gained insights, we developed a novel implicit viscosity solver that is presented in this paper. Our method behaves well under spatial and temporal refinement and therefore supports adaptive time stepping. It is linear and angular momentum conserving and able to maintain rigid body motions considerably better than the existing state-of-the-art methods. By a combination with a divergence-free solver we ensure a divergence-free velocity field prior to the implicit viscosity solve in order to avoid any undesired bulk viscosity effects. The provided discrete Laplace operator moreover ensures that no spurious viscosity effects in poorly sampled regions, such as the free surface, occur. Finally, we demonstrate in several highly complex experiments that our novel approach produces more realistic results than state-of-the-art methods, show that our method has comparable performance as previous implicit approaches and that it has no additional memory requirements.
Besides the implicit viscosity solver, we present a sophisticated method for the simulation of melting objects. We model thermal conduction using the heat equation and induce material softening by placing a heat source in the simulation environment. Moreover, we discretize the heat equation to numerically simulate the temperature flow. We further generalize the viscosity model to a spatially varying viscosity field and couple the temperature changes with this field using the exponential model of Reynolds.
Related Work
This section is organized as follows. First, Eulerian approaches are briefly discussed. Second, methods based on the Lagrangian simulation methodology are reviewed. Finally, the most recent and closely related approaches for implicit handling of viscous forces in SPH discretizations are introduced.
Eulerian approaches Following the Newtonian constitutive model for fluids the viscous forces are linearly dependent on the divergence of the fluid's Cauchy strain rate. In case of an incompressible fluid these forces reduce to a weighted Laplacian of the velocity field. These two measures are used by the vast majority of approaches to simulate viscous fluids. In an early work of Foster and Metaxas [FM96] the Laplacian was discretized using finite differences for the simulation of incompressible fluids. However, they employed an explicit numerical integration scheme for viscous forces that limits the time step size in the presence of high viscosities. In order to improve the stability for larger time steps Stam [Sta99] Lagrangian approaches In the context of Lagrangian simulation methodologies several approaches to simulate viscous behavior were proposed in the past. Problems of a direct discretization of the Laplacian differential operator using the SPH formalism are the operator's sensitivity to particle disorder and sign changes of the second derivative of the usually employed kernels. Therefore, the usage of a direct SPH discretization of the Laplace operator results in an inconsistent behavior [Mon05] . To solve the problem, Brookshaw [Bro85] and Cleary and Monaghan [CM99] suggest to use a finite difference based integral approximation to get the first derivative before developing a Taylor series to obtain the second order derivative. This approach was also adopted by Morris and Monaghan [MM97] . Müller et al. [MCG03] designed a specific kernel function whose second derivative is positive on the entire kernel support domain to directly employ a non-defective discrete Laplacian operator. In order to avoid computing second order derivatives, an artificial viscosity model (XSPH) was employed by Monaghan [Mon92] . This strategy was later adopted in several works, e.g. [SB12, MM13, KB17] . As viscosity is assumed to occur due to friction within the fluid, the usage of generalized (non-Newtonian) constitutive models is also justified. In this regard, Paiva et al.
[PPLT09] model viscosity using a non-Newtonian constitutive law but combine it with an unphysical viscosity correction and XSPH. The formulation was also adopted in the more recent work by de Souza Andrade et al.
[dSP * 14]. Although not intended for the simulation of highly viscous fluids, Bender et al. [BKKW17] proposed a micropolar constitutive model to simulate turbulent flow. The formulation augments the dynamics of material particles by rotational movement and couples linear and angular momentum equation using a dissipative and a non-dissipative viscosity parameter.
The simulation of viscous fluids is also strongly related to the simulation of viscoelastic objects. An early particle-based approach for the simulation of viscoelasticity was proposed by Clavet et al. [CBP05] . While elasticity was enforced by connecting particles with springs, viscous behavior was simulated using an impulsebased velocity filter. Takahashi In this paper we propose a novel Lagrangian implicit viscosity solver for SPH discretizations of incompressible fluids. We show that all the closely related approaches discussed in the last paragraph suffer from physical inconsistencies such that they cannot fulfill all requirements (R1)-(R4). A detailed elaboration on the reasons for that is provided in Section 6. In contrast, our approach fulfills all requirements and is able to produce highly realistic flows.
Overview
The Navier-Stokes equations for incompressible fluids are derived by substituting the stress tensor of a fluid P into the momentum equation: 5: update position:
where ρ, v and f are density, velocity and body forces per unit volume. The stress tensor of a Newtonian fluid is defined as
where p, µ and I are pressure, dynamic viscosity and the identity matrix. For incompressible fluids the continuity equation
Dρ Dt = −ρ∇ · v = 0 must be satisfied which yields that the velocity field of the fluid must be divergence-free, i.e. ∇ · v = 0. Finally, the equation of motion for a divergence-free velocity field is defined as
where ν = µ ρ denotes the kinematic viscosity. The stress tensor in Equation (2) consists of a pressure term −pI and a viscosity term based on the strain rate tensor , do not enforce a divergence-free velocity field, but a non-zero divergence implies that ∇ · (∇v) T = 0 (cf. Equation (3)) and therefore leads to undesired bulk viscosity [Lau11, PICT15] . The second, more critical problem of using a strain rate based formulation became apparent when we performed an extensive analysis of the most important SPH concepts to simulate highly viscous materials. In this analysis we found out that the SPH strain rate computation used in all recent solvers yields a significant error at the free surface due to particle deficiency (see Section 6). This error leads to ghost forces in the simulation which cause severe visual artifacts and a significant loss of angular momentum as we will show in Section 7.
In our work we introduce an implicit viscosity solver which is directly based on the Laplacian of the velocity field instead of using the strain rate (see Section 4). We propose to determine the Laplacian using a combination of SPH and finite differences to get a viscosity that is Galilean invariant, vanishes for rigid body rotation and conserves linear and angular momentum. In this way we are able to avoid any ghost forces at the free surface. Moreover, we combine our viscosity solver with the pressure solver DFSPH [BK17] which enforces a divergence-free velocity field. This avoids unde-sired bulk viscosity. Finally, we present an extension of our viscosity formulation to simulate melting effects (see Section 5).
Algorithm 1 outlines a simulation step with our novel approach. 
where d is the particle diameter and vmax is the maximum particle velocity. Then pressure forces are determined and the particle positions are updated to enforce a constant density. A divergence-free velocity field is enforced in the subsequent step. This divergencefree field is the input of our implicit viscosity solver which computes the final velocities v(t + ∆t) (see Section 4).
Implicit Viscosity
In this section we introduce a novel efficient implicit viscosity solver that is momentum conserving, behaves well under spatial and temporal refinement and requires no additional memory. Moreover, our method avoids ghost forces emerging in strain rate based formulations by directly using the Laplacian of the velocity field and undesired bulk viscosity by enforcing a divergence-free velocity field using DFSPH.
The Navier-Stokes equations for incompressible fluids (see Section 3) define the viscous force of a fluid as
is, however, problematic since it uses the second derivative of the kernel function, which for Gaussian-like kernels changes the sign inside its support radius. Therefore, the computation is prone to noise in the particle distribution [Pri12] . There exist two common solutions for this problem. We adopt such a combination of SPH derivative and finite differences to compute the Laplacian of the velocity field [Mon05] :
where 
This system is linear and can also be written as
where the matrix A consists of 3 × 3 blocks
Here A i j denotes the matrix block that corresponds to particles i and j. We use the average mass m i j = (m i + m j )/2 to get a symmetric and positive definite linear system. Hence, we can solve it using the conjugate gradient method. To save both computation time and memory, we use a matrix-free implementation. Moreover, we apply a block version of the Jacobi preconditioner to improve the convergence of our solver. This preconditioner consists of the diagonal 3 × 3 blocks I − ∆tA ii of the matrix. Even though inverting the blocks slightly increases computation time in comparison to a standard Jacobi preconditioner, the block version showed a better improvement of the convergence and the performance in our experiments. Moreover, we started the conjugate gradient solver with an initial guess of the solution to reduce the number of iterations. We propose to use v df + ∆v as initial guess, where
is the velocity difference determined by the viscosity solver in the last step.
Boundary handling We adopt the rigid-fluid coupling of Akinci et al.
[AIA * 12] to simulate interaction with solid boundaries. For each boundary particle i a pseudo-mass is computed as
, where k denotes the indices of neighboring boundary particles. These pseudo-masses are used in both the pressure solve and the viscosity solve. To control the boundary's stickiness we define a boundary viscosity coefficient µ b . Finally, the influence of the boundary particles is considered by extending the diagonal blocks and adapting the right hand side b of the linear system:
The preconditioner must be adapted accordingly. To get a consistent system, a reaction force acting on the boundary particles is determined according to the method of Akinci et al.
Thanks to this extension of the linear system, we can efficiently simulate sticky and separating boundaries using a conjugate gradient solver while Peer et al. [PICT15, PT16] fall back to a Jacobi solver in the latter case.
Temperature-Dependent Viscosity
In this section we extend our viscosity solver for the simulation of melting effects. Melting is an interesting phenomenon that strongly relates temperature to viscosity. For that purpose we need to keep track of the fluid temperature T which changes according to
where ∂T r ∂t is the heat radiated to and from the surrounding,
captures heat transfer from the enclosing fluid and ∂T f ∂t models the influx of thermal energy from heat sources. Surface particles try to match a given room temperature T room and radiate heat at a rate of
where t r is the radiation half time. We use the magnitude of the surface normal to detect which particles lie at the surface [IOS * 14].
The heat transfer inside the fluid is determined by the heat equation
where k is the thermal conductivity and c denotes the specific thermal capacity. The scalar Laplacian is computed as [Bro85]
Our model supports spherical and directional heat sources. A spherical heat source has an inverse square falloff. The heat flux at distance d from the source is
where W 0 and r are the wattage and the radius of the source, respectively. r scales the flux such that Q(r) = 1 2 Q(0), which is equivalent to having a spherical body of radius r with a flux of 1 2 Q(0) at its surface. The energy arriving at a particle located at x is
where A is the cross-sectional area of the particle and ds(x) = x − xs measures the distance to the source center xs. For a directional heat source we replace the distance function with
Here n d is the source direction and x d is a point on a virtual plane with normal n d on which the flux has a value of Q(0). We apply the influence of heat sources only to surface particles.
Since temperature changes are, in general, a slow process, we use explicit time integration for the heat update: T (t + ∆t) = T (t) + ∆t ∂T ∂t (t). After updating particle temperatures, the viscosity values are computed using Reynolds' exponential model µ = µ 0 e
where µ 0 is the viscosity at temperature T 0 and α is a positive scaling factor. The resulting fluid has varying viscosities for each particle. To keep our system symmetric, we average the coefficient µ between a particle and its respecting neighbor in Equation (10).
Discussion
In this section we will first introduce the concepts of the most important implicit SPH viscosity solvers in chronological order and analyze their advantages and disadvantages. Then we show that all previous works use a formulation based on the strain rate of the velocity field and that the SPH strain rate computation yields a large error at the free surface due to particle deficiency. This error causes visual artifacts and a significant loss of angular momentum. Finally, we show that our novel implicit method solves this problem.
Takahashi et al.
[TDF * 15] The authors propose an implicit integration scheme for a stable simulation of highly viscous fluids. They determine the second derivative of the velocity field by taking two first derivatives. First, the strain rate E i is computed for all particles using Equation (5) and then the divergence is determined:
Finally, the implicit integration step is performed by solving
Takahashi et al. propose an implicit integration for viscous fluids that ensures that the viscosity is independent of the time step size and the spatial resolution. However, determining the second derivative by computing two first derivatives with SPH requires to consider all second-ring neighbors. This increases the complexity of the solver significantly and results in a low performance (see Section 7). Another issue of this method is that a divergence-free velocity field is not enforced but the divergence of the strain rate is used to compute the viscous force. For a velocity field that is not divergence-free this causes undesired bulk viscosity [PICT15].
Peer et al. [PICT15, PT16]
The core idea of Peer et al. is to decompose the velocity gradient into three components:
where R = 1 2 (∇v − (∇v) T ) is the spin rate tensor, V = 1 3 (∇ · v)I the expansion rate tensor and S = E − V the traceless shear rate tensor (cf. Equation (5)). Then the shear rate in Equation (21) is reduced by a factor 0 ≤ ξ ≤ 1 to obtain a target velocity gradient ∇v t = R + V + ξS. Finally, the velocity field of the fluid is reconstructed by a first-order Taylor approximation
The resulting linear system can be solved efficiently using a conjugate gradient method. Peer and Teschner [PT16] extend this approach by adding vorticity diffusion, where another linear system is solved to get an improved target spin rate tensor.
The main disadvantage of both methods is that the reconstruction of the velocity field in Equation (22) introduces a significant damping (see Section 7) due to the fact that SPH can not reconstruct linear fields as discussed in [BGFAO17]. Moreover, the approach cannot simulate low viscous fluids realistically. Another limitations is that the parameter ξ depends on the time step size and the spatial resolution and is not physically meaningful.
Bender and Koschier [BK17]
In the work of Bender and Koschier first the strain rate E is determined and then a constraint C i (v) = E i − γE i is defined for each particle, where 0 ≤ γ ≤ 1 is a stiffness parameter. Since the strain rate tensor is symmetric, the authors write the constraints as six-dimensional vector functions and compute a Lagrange multiplier for each constraint using a Jacobi solver. To compute this Lagrange multiplier in each simulation step a six-dimensional matrix has to be inverted for each constraint.
Bender and Koschier combine their viscosity solver with DFSPH to get a divergence-free velocity field and to avoid bulk viscosity. In contrast to Peer et al. this approach is also able to handle low viscous fluids. However, their stiffness parameter γ is also time step and resolution dependent and not physically meaningful. The usage of a Jacobi solver and the requirement to invert a six-dimensional matrix for each constraint causes a large computational effort which results in poor performance.
Barreiro et al. [BGFAO17]
Recently, Barreiro et al. introduced a method to simulate viscoelastic polymer fluids. The authors define six-dimensional velocity and position constraints for the symmetric polymer conformation tensor. The constraints depend on the strain rate E of the fluid to simulate viscous behavior. Their implicit constraint solver is based on XPBD [MMC16] to ensure a physically meaningful behavior under temporal and spatial refinement.
This method supports different material behaviors that range between elastoplastic, inviscid and highly viscous fluids. However, the position-based pressure solver does not enforce a divergencefree velocity field, which leads to undesired bulk viscosity. Furthermore, the linear system is solved by Jacobi iteration, which converges slowly. Finally, the material parameters are only physically meaningful for polymer fluids. Other viscoelastic materials have to be modeled artistically. [BK17] enforce a target velocity gradient and a target strain rate, respectively. While being efficient, this results in a viscous behavior that is dependent on the time step size and the spatial resolution. Moreover, the viscosity coefficients of both methods are not physically meaningful. Our approach and the method of Takahashi et al. [TDF * 15] avoid these problems by using an implicit time integration. However, Takahashi et al. require the second-ring neighbors in their linear system, which causes a significant computational effort, while our approach only requires the one-ring neighborhood and is therefore considerably more efficient as discussed in Section 7. The method of Barreiro et al.
Comparison with our method The approaches of Peer et al. [PICT15, PT16] and Bender and Koschier
[BGFAO17] solves compliant constraints using a Jacobi solver and does therefore also ensure a physically meaningful behavior under spatial and temporal refinement.
In contrast to our approach all five methods introduced above use a strain rate based formulation, where the strain rate (see Equation (5)) is determined using the SPH formulation for a symmetric velocity gradient [Mon92] :
However, this computation of the strain rate tensor is negatively affected by particle deficiency at the free surface which we demonstrate in a simple experiment. Figure 2 (left) shows the 2D velocity field of 21 × 21 particles rotating around the origin. For each particle we determined the strain rate tensor using the velocity gradient in Equation (23). Figure 2 (right) depicts the Frobenius norm of the resulting tensors which should be zero for a pure rotation. The figure demonstrates that the strain rate computation yields a considerable error at the free surface. This error leads to ghost forces and therefore causes visual artifacts and a loss of angular momentum as we will demonstrate in Section 7. the divergence of the strain rate to get a viscous force. In our work we determine the viscous force using the Laplacian of the velocity field. In theory for a divergence-free velocity field both forces should be exactly the same since in this case ∇ · (∇v + ∇(v) T ) = ∇ 2 v (cf. Equation (3)). However, the method proposed by Takahashi et al. has two issues. First, they use IISPH as pressure solver which does not enforce a divergence-free velocity field. This leads to undesired bulk viscosity. Second, their viscous force is based on the strain rate computation which has problems at the free surface as discussed above. Laplacian of the velocity field ∇ 2 v that is used in our work. tion 1 are satisfied by the discussed methods. The strain rate error due to particle deficiency at the free surface leads to ghost forces which affect the angular momentum conservation considerably. This is also shown in Section 7. Hence, none of the former methods fulfills the first requirement. 
Results
In this section we make different comparisons with four of the implicit viscosity methods [TDF * 15, PICT15, PT16, BK17] which were discussed in the last section. Since the work of Barreiro et al.
[BGFAO17] was published just recently, we were not able to implement their method for a practical comparison. In the experiments we demonstrate that the ghost forces which occur in previous approaches lead to a considerable loss of angular momentum and to noticeable artifacts. Moreover, we show that our novel approach solves these problems.
For the comparisons in this section we used the open-source framework SPlisHSPlasH [Ben17] . In all comparisons we used a fixed time step size since not all of these methods behave consistently for varying time step sizes. Unless stated otherwise, boundary viscosity was chosen to be the same as the fluid viscosity.
Momentum conservation First, we compare the momentum conservation of all approaches. As already mentioned in the last section the methods of Peer et al. and Peer and Teschner introduce a significant damping due to their reconstruction of the velocity field. We demonstrate this by performing one reconstruction step using Equation (22) for a 2D velocity field of particles rotating around Velocity field of particles rotating around the center. Middle: Reconstructed velocity field using the first-order Taylor approximation. Right: The difference between the left and the middle plot shows the motion that gets lost due to the reconstruction of the velocity field using SPH.
the origin. Figure 4 shows the field before the reconstruction on the left and we can see that the motion is considerably damped after the reconstruction in the middle. On the right is a plot of the motion that gets lost. In this experiment more than 70% of the velocities were damped out in just one step since SPH cannot reconstruct linear fields [BGFAO17]. This demonstrates that both methods are far from being momentum conserving.
In another experiment we simulated a highly viscous fluid cube with all methods. At the beginning of the experiment the cube has a rotational motion. After less than 0.5s the cube simulated with our method is the only one which is still rotating and which is not artificially damped (see Figure 5 ). This can also be seen in the accompanying video. The reason for this loss of angular momentum in all previous approaches is the strain rate error at the free surface of the cube (see Section 6). Due to this error the methods compute viscous forces at the free surface. These ghost forces counteract the rotational motion. Peer et al. [PICT15, PT16] damp the rotational motion even more by their reconstruction of the velocity field. Since our approach is based on a Laplacian that vanishes for rigid body motion and that conserves linear and angular momentum, the rotation of the cube is not negatively influenced.
Complex physical effects To compare the different methods with respect to realism, we simulated the rope coiling effect (see Figure 6 ). This effect is well-known in physics and one important insight in this area is that the coil radius is roughly constant when the gravitational force is dominant [HMG * 06]. Hence, this is an important detail for realistic results. Since the method of Peer and Teschner [PT16] is an improved version of their older approach [PICT15], we only considered the newer method. In the simulation with this method the rotational motion got lost due to the damping introduced by their reconstruction of the velocity field. Therefore, only a buckling motion occurred. With the approach of Bender and Koschier [BK17] a slow coiling is visible but the rotational motion is also damped due to the strain rate error at the free surface as discussed above. Using the method of Takahashi et al.
[TDF * 15] coiling gets faster during the simulation since the coil radius gets smaller. This can also be seen in the original video of the authors. We assume that this comes from the strain rate error at the surface and the spurious bulk viscosity. In contrast, our ap- proach generates a realistic coiling motion where the coil radius stays almost constant.
Our method is also able to produce realistic buckling effects (see Figure 7) . In this simulation a fluid emitter moved from left to right to generate a uniform buckling. Finally, Figure 1 (left) shows our boundary handling in a complex scenario, where a highly viscous fluid (406k particles) interacts with a fast rotating dough hook.
Quality In another experiment we compared the quality of the simulation results of the different approaches. In this experiment we dropped a bunny model with 56k fluid particles on a regular grid (see Figure 8) . We set the boundary viscosity to zero for all methods to make the comparison independent of boundary handling. In the simulations with the methods of Peer and Teschner [PT16] tifacts at the surface can also be noticed in the original videos of all authors. The reason for these artifacts is the generation of ghost forces due to the particle deficiency problem in the computation of the strain rate, which we already discussed above. Moreover, the results show that the method of Peer and Teschner [PT16] introduced a significant numerical damping due to the reconstruction of the velocity field. In contrast, our approach provides a more realistic motion with no artifacts at the surface and no numerical damping.
Note that the methods of Peer and Teschner [PT16] and Bender and Koschier [BK17] use viscosity parameters which are not physically meaningful. Therefore, in this experiment we tried to find some viscosity parameters so that the viscosity behavior in all simulations is approximately comparable. However, also note that choosing different viscosity parameters will not avoid the artifacts.
Temporal and spatial refinement In order to demonstrate that our method behaves well under temporal refinement, we simulated a viscous bunny with 56k particles using three different time step sizes: ∆t = 5ms, ∆t = 0.5ms and ∆t = 0.05ms. This important property of our discretization allows us to use adaptive time stepping while maintaining a consistent viscous behavior. The results in Figure 9 and in the accompanying video show that in general the viscous behavior in all three simulations is the same. Of course there are small differences since a simulation with a smaller time step size generates more accurate results. In a second experiment we also demonstrate a consistent behavior under spatial refinement using three different resolutions (see Figure 10) . We also adopt their assumption that a particle has about 30 first-ring and up to 320 second-ring neighbors.
Peer et al.
[PICT15] use the conjugate gradient method to solve three systems of size N × N, where N is the number of particles, while their improved approach [PT16] requires six systems of the same size. For their computation they only require the first-ring neighbors. Therefore, the complexity of each solver iteration is 3N · 30 = 90N and 6N · 30 = 180N, respectively. However, note that in the case of separating boundaries Peer et al. cannot solve their system with the conjugate gradient method due to their divergence handling and fall back to a Jacobi solver. The method of Bender and Koschier [BK17] is also based on the first-ring neighborhood. They solve a system with N six-dimensional constraints resulting in a complexity of 6N · 6 · 30 = 1080N per iteration. However, instead of a conjugate gradient solver they use a Jacobi method which converges slower. Takahashi et al. [TDF * 15] solve one 3N × 3N system using the conjugate gradient method. But in their formulation they need the second-ring neighbors which yields a complexity of 3N · 3 · 320 = 2880N in each solver iteration. Finally, in our work we also use the conjugate gradient method to solve a 3N × 3N system which only depends on the first-ring neighborhood. This leads to a complexity 3N · 3 · 30 = 270N per iteration.
Our approach reduces the complexity by more than a factor of ten compared to the method of Takahashi et al. while maintaining a physically meaningful behavior under spatial and temporal refinement. It has a higher complexity than the method of Peer et al. However, in case of separating boundaries the performance of the approach of Peer et al. is significantly reduced since in this case they fall back to a Jacobi solver due to their special divergence handling. Furthermore, in contrast to the approach of Peer et al., our method avoids the strain rate error at the free surface, is momentum conserving and ensures a physically consistent behavior.
After this theoretical performance analysis we also want to provide some performance measurements for our method. The performance was first measured in a simulation of a viscous statue (see Figure 1 , right) with 1.1M particles. The boundary viscosity in this scene was set to zero. A simulation step on two Intel Xeon E5-2697 processors with 2.3GHz and 18 cores required 2.2s on average, of that the viscosity solve needed 1.4s, the neighborhood search 0.4s and the pressure solve 0.4s. We required an average of 10.3 iterations with the proposed initial guess and our preconditioner. Our block preconditioner reduced the number of iterations by a factor of two and the initial guess by a factor of eight which yields a significant speedup of the simulation. All values were measured in the first four seconds of the simulation where the statue falls down and interacts with the boundary. Further performance measurements are shown in Table 2 In their work, they mention that they preserve 12GB memory for 500k fluid particles which corresponds to 3000 scalar values per particle. In contrast to previous approaches, our novel implicit Figure 10: Our method shows a consistent behavior in a simulation with three different particle resolutions but the same viscosity coefficient. Table 2 : Simulation performance. The table contains the time step size, the number of particles, the viscosity coefficient, the average computation times for neighborhood search, pressure solver (DFSPH) and our viscosity solver, the number of iterations required by the viscosity solver and the total computation time per simulation step. All times are given in milliseconds. In case of adaptive time stepping (CFL) the table contains the average time step size. viscosity solver requires no additional memory since it works directly on the velocity field without storing intermediate results.
Model
Temperature-dependent viscosity Finally, we demonstrate that our method is able to simulate realistic melting effects using our extension of temperature-dependent viscosity (see Section 5). Figure 11 shows a melting chocolate bunny on a warm floor and the color-coded temperatures in the fluid particles. The accompanying video contains another simulation with a melting bunny where a point heat source is located above the bunny. At the beginning of both simulations the viscosity coefficient of all particles is set to a high value of µ = 5·10 6 kg m·s to simulate an almost rigid bunny. Then due to the heat transfer the viscosity coefficient decreases so that at a temperature of 50
• C the fluid has a viscosity of µ = 100 kg m·s which corresponds to molten chocolate. This experiment demonstrates that our method is able to handle a large range of viscosities.
Conclusion
In this paper a novel implicit solver for the simulation of highly viscous fluids using SPH was presented. As a result of an in-depth analysis of the most recent implicit approaches, a novel formulation was developed that fulfills all requirements to realistically simulate viscous flow. We have demonstrated that our method is able to surpass the existing approaches in physical accuracy and visual realism while it has comparable performance and no additional memory requirements. By generalizing the viscosity parameter to a spatially varying field and by incorporating a discretization of the heat equation into our solver, we were also able to simulate melting.
Naturally, our method comes with some limitations. Our discretization of the Laplacian is only valid if the fluid is incompressible. More specifically, it requires that a divergence-free velocity field is enforced. However, since most fluids are almost incompressible, this not a major limitation. Another limitation is that our heat sources do not account for shadowing effects and simply project the heat waves onto the surface of the melting body.
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